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INTRODUCTION
E3122 is an advanced digital controller designed for heating, ventilating, air-conditioning (HVAC)
systems. It has the capability to control two different process variables using PI control, cascade,
compensation, low and high limit functions. Thus, it can control two different physical parameters on a
single HVAC system (e.g. temperature and humidity control on a single air handling unit). Or, it can
control two different HVAC systems (e.g. temperature control on two air handling units).
The E3122 must be configured for the particular application that it will be used in. This is easily
achieved using the integral keypad & display. Depending on the installation, either one or both
process controls can be configured.
Furthermore the controller can also be configured using a personel computer and the free of charge
“E3000 configuration tool” software package.
This engineering manual gives detailed information on various innovative control functions offered by
the multifunction E3122 controller. In addition to this engineering manual, a commercial brochure, an
owner’s manual and wiring diagrams are available.

TECHNICAL DATA
Supply Voltage....................... 24Vac ± 15%
Nominal Frequency ............... 50 Hz
Power Consumption.............. 25 VA
Memory Reserve .................... Unlimited (non-volatile memory)

Universal Inputs (Qty=8) ....... Software configurable for Pt1000, 0-10 Vdc or voltage-free contact
Universal Outputs (Qty=8) .... 0-10 Vdc, 50mA (max 11.6 Vdc)

Terminals................................ Plug-in screw type (screwdriver included)
Terminal Compartment ......... For cables upto 1.5 mm2 stranded

Ambient Temperature ........... 0...50 °C
Humidity ................................. 0%...90% Rh non-condensing

Unit dimensions (w x h x d) .. 144 x 96 x 140 mm
Mounting................................. Standard 35 mm rail or panel mounting
Panel Cut-out ......................... 138 x 92 mm

Display .................................... 2 lines, 16 characters, with backlighting
Keypad.................................... Membrane type, 16 keys
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GENERAL MENU STRUCTURE
The user-interface has the following basic menu structure. This document covers the “configuration
menu” in detail. For the other menus, refer to the “E3122  Owner’s Manual”.

 Menu title Description
1.Edit Setpoints

1.Temperature Customized process descriptor
Temperature
Spt=   20.0 °C

2.Humidity Customized process descriptor
Humidity
Spt=   50.0 %Rh

2.View I/O
I5=  16.5ºC Actual values at the moment of reading,
O3= START updated continuously.

3.View Process
1.Temperature Customized process descriptor

1.Inputs Values of inputs related to this process
Main I1 = 20.2 Main sensor value
Setp I3 = 20.0 Remote setpoint adjustment
Casc I2 = 16.4 Cascade sensor value
Comp I6 = -2.1 Compensation sensor value

2.Outputs Present status of outputs assigned to this process
Output1= 12%
Output4=CLOSED

3.Calc.Values
CalcSpt= 21.0 Calculated setpoint value for main sensor
Sec Spt= 16.8 Calculated setpoint for cascade sensor
Control= 32% Calculated control signal

2.Humidity Customized process descriptor
Similar to process #1

4.Fix/Unfix I/O Override functions for testing purposes
I1=  20.2 °C !
Unfix? Yes

5.Configuration System configuration and settings
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SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

OVERVIEW
E3122 does not require any programming or special software for start-up. It can be configured for
various applications by adjusting parameters through standard menus. A PC based Configuration Tool
is provided for easier configuration.
This document covers configuration using both the keyboard on the controller and the Configuration
Tool. For convenience, details of parameters and automatic control functions are explained with
relation to the Configuration Tool. A section for navigating through the user interface of the controller is
provided.

Process
E3122 can control two independent process variables. The term “process” as used here needs some
explanation:
Each “process” refers to control of a physical parameter such as temperature or humidity. Each
process has an associated main sensor and setpoint. For each process, E3122 can provide basic PI
control, and additionally cascade control, low and high limit control, summer and winter compensation
functions. Thus, each process can have a number of associated inputs in addition to the main sensor.
Similarly each process can control a number of analog or digital devices.
Therefore, an air handling unit with room sensor, discharge air sensor, outdoor sensor, heating and
cooling valves and economizer dampers counts as only one process on the E3122 for temperature
control. The remaining process can be configured to control a different variable.

Configuration
Configuring the E3122 for any application is accomplished in four steps:
1. DEFINE CONNECTED POINTS

You must first define properties for each input and output point. For example, which type of sensor
is connected, measuring range etc..

2. DEFINE CONTROL PARAMETERS
You need to define inputs for each process and adjust basic control parameters like proportional
bands and integral times.
Once in operation, each process generates an internal “control signal” between 0..100%. This
control signal is used in the next step.

3. ASSIGN OUTPUTS TO EACH PROCESS
Each analog or digital output can be assigned to control one or two process variables. Also,
operating range and properties for each output are set based, on the control signals from each
process.

4. DEFINE INTERLOCKS
A total of five interlock definitions or event programs can be made. An interlock definition consists
of one initiator and upto four events.

Below is an overview of the control process.

Control
Signal

CONTROL
DEFINITION

OUTPUT
ASSIGN

Actuators,
Outputs

Sensors INPUT
DEFINITIONS

INTERLOCK
DEFINITIONS
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CONFIGURATION TOOL

OVERVIEW
The Configuration Tool is an easy to use software, allowing all of the system configuration to be done
on a personal computer. The tool allows;
• Easier configuration on a full computer screen
• Selection from a library of pre-defined system configurations
• Up-load current configuration from controllers
• Down-load configuration to controllers
Thus, controllers may be configured easily in the office and shipped to site for comissioning. Further,
the current configuration parameters of a controller may be retrieved using a portable PC.
Once the down-load process is over, all parameters may be changed using the controller keyboard
and display.

INSTALLATION
Installation from Floppy Disks
Insert Disk#1 into floppy disk drive.
From the “Start” menu select “Run...”
In the dialog box type “A:setup” and press
Enter.
Follow the instructions on screen.

Installation from CD-Rom
Insert CD-Rom into disk drive.
Double Click;

“My Computer” on your desktop
Icon for your CD-Rom driver
Icon for E3Conf
Icon for Disk#1
Icon for setup.exe

Follow the instructions on screen.
Note;
The files on the CD-Rom may be copied to floppy disks to create installation disks. Copying installed
files from a computer may not produce satisfactory results.

FILE MENU
Select New to set up a new E3122 project.
Select Open to open an existing E3122
project.
Each screen will have a pair of  Submit and
Undo buttons. The Submit button will save
your last changes. Undo button discards
these changes and restores original values.
If you try to move to a different menu without
clicking one of these buttons, you will be
prompted to select one.
Note that the Submit button function is
similar to the “Save” function of conventional
programs. Therefore a save command is not
provided under the File menu. To keep
current configuration and make a different
copy you should Save As a different file
name before you start making your changes.

You may Print the current configuration. Print-outs are useful for field wiring and future reference.
Configuration of each E3122 should be handed to the end-user, either as a print-out of this software,
or by filling Appendix A of the “Owner’s Manual“.
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TRANSFER MENU
The controller is connected to the computer’s serial port using the
communication cable supplied by Ontrol. Either of the serial ports
may be used. Please refer to the documentation of your computer
for the configuration of these ports. (Normally no further
configuration of the ports are required. However on some
computers the serial ports are disabled due to conflicts with other
equipment, like modems.)

Select the serial port that the controller will be conected to from the Transfer menu.
To transfer the configuration on the screen to the controller select Download To Panel under the
Transfer menu. First, the model of the controller connected to the selected port will be checked. If
communication is achieved, the configuration will be downloaded. The LCD on the controller will
display “DOWNLOAD” during this process. As soon as the download process is over, the controller will
start to operate with the new configuration.
To transfer the configuration in  the controller to the computer select Upload From Panel under the
Transfer menu. You will be prompted for a new file name. The configuration received from the
controller will be saved with this name. Then the model of the controller connected to the selected port
will be checked. If communication is achieved, the configuration will be uploaded. The LCD on the
controller will dispaly “UPLOAD” during this process.The controller will continue to operate with the
same configuration when the upload process is over.
If an error occurs during data transfer, check;
• controller type,
• wiring,
• serial port setup.

THE MENU STRUCTURE

The screen is divided into two sections.
The left section has the menu structure of
the E3122 controller. A “+” sign to the left of
a menu item indicates that there is a sub-
menu. Clicking on the “+” sign (or double-
clicking on the menu item) displays the sub-
menu. Once a sub-menu is displayed,
clicking on the “-“ sign collapses that menu,
and hides the sub-menu. Some of the
menus have more than one level of sub-
menus.
The right section has the parameters for the
selected menu item. This section will change
as you select a different menu item.

The top-most line in the main menu will display the file name of the current configuration. When this
line is selected, the following fields will be displayed on the right section;
Project Description : For easy recognition of configurations
Controller Description : A simple description of the controlled system.
Configuration By : Authorized installer name.
Controller Type : Model of the controller to be configured. The menu structure and available
parameters will change based on this selection.
None of these fields will be downloaded to the controller. They are intended for easier identification of
different configuration files. When a configuration is uploaded from a controller, these fields will display
the date and time of upload.
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STEP 1: DEFINE CONNECTED POINTS AND THEIR PROPERTIES

1.A) INPUT CONFIGURATION
E3122 controller provides 8 universal inputs. Various analog sensors and transmitters as well as two
state digital inputs maybe connected directly to these inputs. Unlike many similar controllers, no
internal jumpers or switches need to be altered. Type of the input connected is software selected.
In order to faciliate configuration of further parameters, the controller will convert the measurement
signal (volts or ohms) to the actual physical value and unit. When setting parameters like proportional
band, upper / lower limits, actual values like ºC, mBar are going to be used instead of volts. Likewise,
actual state names like “Freeze”, “Start”, “Alarm” are going to be used for digital inputs.
All connected inputs should be defined in this section

The “Inputs” menu will display descriptive
names of the 8 inputs. Blank lines will be
displayed for inputs that have not been
defined. Select the input to be configured by
clicking on the menu item. The right section
of the screen will display the properties of
the selected input;

Descriptor
Name for the input. This field will not be
downloaded to the controller, but will be
used when defining control parameters and
interlock definitions. Descriptive names
faciliate further stages of configuration.

Input Type
This line allows selection of one of the following input types:

Pt1000 / 2-10VDC / 0-10VDC / Contact

Unit
This line allows selection of an engineering unit for the measured value. The options are:

none
°C
%Rh
Bar

mBar
Pa
kPa
mmwc

m/s
m3/h
ppm
lux

%
Volt
mA

For Pt1000 type inputs, default unit is °C and cannot be changed.

Offset
This line allows an offset value to be entered. The controller adds this
value to the measurement to correct errors, for example due to cable
resistances or transducer calibration errors.
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Measurement Range
These two lines will be visible only if a voltage type input is selected. Together, they enable the setting
of the measurement range for the sensor or transducer connected. Type in the corresponding physical
value for the lower measurement range (0 or 2V) and the upper measurement range (10V).
For example, if a pressure transducer giving an output of 2..10 VDC between 0..300 mbar is
connected to an analog input, enter 0 for the lower range (2V) and 300 for the upper range (10V).
The lower range value can be higher than the upper range value for transducers with reverse outputs.

State Names
These two lines will be visible only if a contact type input is selected.
Together, they enable setting of the definitions for the two states of the
contact type input (open and closed circuit). The options are:
On
Off
Open
Closed
Start
Stop

High
Low
Normal
Alarm
Flow
NoFlow

Freeze
Cloggd
Short
Run

For example, if a freeze protection thermostat is connected you can define
the Open Text as “Normal” and Closed Text as “Freeze”.
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1.B) OUTPUT CONFIGURATION
E3122 controller provides 8 universal outputs. Various final control elements such as motorized valves
or damper actuators using 0...10VDC or 2..10 VDC as the control signal may be connected. These
outputs can also drive a 12 Volt relay to control two state devices such as fans, pumps, etc...
Unlike many similar controllers, no internal jumpers or switches need to be altered. Type of the input
connected is software selected.
All connected outputs should be defined in this section

The “Outputs” menu will display descriptive
names of the 8 outputs. Blank lines will be
displayed for outputs that have not been
defined. Select the output to be configured
by clicking on the menu item. The right
section of the screen will display the
properties of the selected output;

Descriptor
Name for the output. This field will not be
downloaded to the controller, but will be
used when defining output assignments and
interlock definitions. Descriptive names
faciliate further stages of configuration.

Output Type
This line allows selection of one of the following output types:

2-10V / 0-10V / 10-2V / 10-0V / Digital
Select “Digital” if this output is to be used to switch a two state device through a relay.
E3122 always displays the position of the outputs as a percentage between 0 and 100 %. The type
setting determines which voltage levels these percentages correspond to.
For example, if “10-2 V” option is selected, 0% will correspond to 10 VDC, and 100% will correspond
to 2 VDC for the selected output only (Outputs are linear. The same example will produce 6 VDC for
50% output).

Active and Inactive State Names
This section will be visible only if the output type is selected as “digital”.
These two lines enable setting of the definitions for the two states of the
digital output (relay energized and deenergized).
For example, if a pump is connected to a digital output, you can define
the Active state name as “Start” and Inactive state name as “Stop”.
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STEP 2: DEFINE CONTROL PARAMETERS
The “Control Parameters” menu will display
descriptive names of the two process
variables. Each process has a further sub-
menu with four items. The following
parameters should be defined for each
process, by selecting the process name on
the menu;
Descriptor
Name for the process. This field will be
downloaded to the controller, and be
displayed for the end-user when changing
the setpoints. They will further be used when
defining output assignments and interlock
definitions. Descriptive names faciliate
further stages of configuration.

Control Type
Select type of control, “Normal” or “Cascade”. The basics of cascade control is explained below.

Chart Assigned Outputs
Click on this button to observe tha outputs assigned to this process.

2.A) INPUTS

Each process has an “Inputs” sub-menu where upto four analog inputs are assigned to the process;
Main Input
This line defines the analog input number that the primary sensor of the process is connected to.
Setting this input number to zero disables the complete process.
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Setpoint Input
If an external potentiometer is used to adjust the setpoint for the process, use this line to set the
analog input number the potentiometer is connected to. Setting this number to zero means that the
internal setpoint is used and adjustments are made by the user on the panel.
The external potentiometer is typically connected between a 10VDC reference and system ground,
resulting in an input voltage between 0..10 VDC.

In the analog inputs definition menu (see page 6), set the
lower and upper measurement ranges to reflect the unit
and setpoint adjustment range of the potentiometer (e.g.
10-30 °C or -3..+3 K).
The internal setpoint will be added to this analog input
value. Therefore, if you need an absolute setpoint range
(e.g. 10-30°C), make sure you set the internal setpoint to
zero. If you need a relative setpoint range (e.g. -3..+3 K),
the internal setpoint will be the base value.

Compensation Input
Defines the analog input number that the compensation sensor is connected to. Entering zero here
disables the compensation function.
Depending on the selection for the Control Type, the next field will either be labeled “Limit Input” or
“Cascade Input”;
Limit Input
The analog input number that the limit sensor
is connected to. Entering zero here disables
the high and low limit functions.

Cascade Input
The analog input number that the cascade
sensor is connected to. Entering zero here
disables cascade control.

Base Setpoint
Use this line to enter the internal base setpoint for the main sensor of the process. This setpoint can
be changed by the user. The unit will be the same as the unit of the main input.

 AI E3122

 -

 + 10 VDC
Reference

  -

Remote
Setpoint
Potentiometer

0..10Vdc
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2.B) COMPENSATION
The compensation function shifts the user defined setpoint based on a different sensor, typically the
outdoor temperature sensor. Two types of compensation are commonly used: Winter and Summer
compensation.
In a typical winter compensation application, the controller can increase the flow temperature to the
radiators as the outdoor temperature falls.
In a typical summer compensation application, the indoor temperature can be increased as the
outdoor temperature becomes warmer.

Calculated
Setpoint

User
Setpoint

Summer
authority

Winter
authority

Outdoor TemperatureWinter
compensation

startpoint

Summer
compensation
startpoint

The “compansation” sub-menu will be active
only if an analog input is defined for the
compensation input in the previous menu. A
graph below the menu will show the effects
compensation sensor on the set-point for
the sellected parameters. Available
parameters are;
Summer Start Point
The value above which the summer
compensation will be effective. When the
compensation sensor measurement is
below this value, no change is made on the
setpoint.
Summer Slope (Authority)
The setpoint will be shifted by this amount
for each 1 unit increase in the compensation
temperature.

Winter Start Point
The value below which the winter compensation will be effective. When the compensation sensor
measurement is above this value, no change is made on the setpoint.
Winter Slope (Authority)
The setpoint will be shifted by this amount for each 1 unit decrease in the compensation temperature.
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2.C) CASCADE / LIMIT
Depending on the selection you made for
the process type, either the limit control or
cascade control menu will be visible.
These sub-menus will be active only if an
analog input is defined for the
“Compensation/Limit Input” in the “Inputs”
sub-menu of the process.
These two menus are basically similar, but
parameters may have different functions as
explained below.

Limit Control
In a typical air handling unit application, the
control valves are positioned to maintain a
constant temperature in the return air duct. A
low limit sensor can be installed in the
discharge air duct to avoid supplying
uncomfortably cold air to the rooms in peak
cooling demands.
The discharge air sensor overrides the return
air sensor when the discharge air temperature
is uncomfortably low.
Because the response time of the discharge air
control is much faster than the return air
control, different proportional band and integral
time settings are required for the limit sensor.
A high limit function could be required, for
example, for humidification control.

Cascade Control
In a typical air handling unit, the primary
(master) sensor would be the room sensor,
and the secondary (slave) sensor would be the
discharge air sensor. The controller would
calculate a discharge air setpoint based on the
deviation of room temperature from the desired
room setpoint:
Discharge  Air
Setpoint
(°C)

Return Air
Temperature
(°C)

Mas ter Proportional
Band

User
Setpoint

32

13

The valves would then be positioned to
maintain this calculated setpoint in the
discharge air duct.

Please note that cascade control automatically provides low and high limit functions.
Minimum Setpoint : Enter the low limit
setpoint.
Maximum Setpoint : Enter the high limit
setpoint.
Proportional Band : Enter the proportional
band for the limit sensor.

Minimum Setpoint : Enter the lower setpoint
range for the secondary sensor.
Maximum Setpoint : Enter the upper setpoint
range for the secondary sensor
Proportional Band : Enter the proportional
band for the main sensor that will be used to
calculate the setpoint for the secondary
sensor.

If the process drives multiple outputs (e.g. heating valve, mixing dampers, cooling valve), set the total
proportional band for all outputs including any deadbands between the control outputs.

Integral Time : Enter the integral time, in
seconds, for the limit sensor.

Integral Time : Enter the integral time, in
seconds, for the main sensor.

To disable the integral function and use only proportional control, set this parameter to zero.
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2.D) FINAL
The last sub-menu, “Final”, under each
process is used to enter the parameters for
the calculation of the control signal that will
be used to control the final control elements,
i.e. valves, dampers etc.
IMPORTANT
If you selected “normal” control, these
parameters will apply to the main sensor. If,
however, you selected “cascade” control,
they will apply to the secondary (cascade)
sensor.

Proportional Band
Use this line to set the proportional band for the process. If the process drives multiple outputs (e.g.
heating valve, mixing dampers, cooling valve), set the total proportional band for all outputs including
any deadbands between the control outputs.
Integral Time
Use this line to set the integral time for the process in seconds. To disable the integral function and
use only proportional control, set this parameter to zero.
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STEP 3: ASSIGN OUTPUTS TO EACH PROCESS
A control signal between 0 and 100% is calculated for each process. Each output can be assigned to
any process to operate between any selected range based on this control signal.

Control signal Example:
A process with a final proportional band
of 8 degrees and a user setpoint of 22
°C, produces the following control signal
(integral, compensation, limit etc.
functions ignored for simplicity) :
The calculated control signal will be 0%
at 18°C, 50% at the user setpoint and
100% at 26°C.

This example will be used to demonstrate the
settings in this section.
Each output can be assigned to control one or both process variables. Outputs assigned to control two
process variables will be controlled by the process with the larger demand. In some cases the
operation of the output need to be reversed. This is initiated by comparing two analog inputs.
However, in most cases only the primary source setting will be required.

The “Output Assignments” menu will display
descriptive names of the 8 inputs. Blank
lines will be displayed for outputs that have
not been defined. Select the output to be
assigned by clicking on the menu item.
The right section of the screen will have
three tabs;
Primary : Define the primary process to
control selected output.
Secondary : Define the secondary process
to control selected output
Reverse If : Define the criteria for the
reverse operation of the selected output.
Click the desired tab.

1. PRIMARY SOURCE
Under this tab, you can define which
process will control each output and also set
the operating range for each output.
Primary Source
Select the process name which commands
this output. Entering zero leaves this output
unassigned. The output can still be
commanded manually or via interlocks.
This output  changes from .... to .... :
These two values provide a way to limit the
minimum and a maximum values of an
analog output. For example, for a mixing
damper output, you can set the minimum
value to 30% to assure a minimum supply of
fresh outdoor air to the conditioned spaces
at all times.

50%

100%

0%

Control
Signal

Room
Temperature
(°C)

Us er
Setpoint
(22°C)

26 °C18 °C

Proportional Band
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As the control signal changes from .... to .... :Function of these two values depend on whether the
output is analog or digital;

Position settings for Analog Outputs
Two values need to be entered between 0 and
100%. These two values determine the operating
range of the analog output based on the
calculated control signal. The analog output will
increase from its minimum to its maximum
(defined above) as the control signal changes
from the first value to the second.

Analog Output Switching Example:
(refer to control signal example at the beginning
of this section)

If the above settings are used, the resulting
output signal is shown in the graph. The analog
output changes from its minimum (30%) to its
maximum as the control signal changes from
50% to 25%.
The following graph shows a typical air handling
unit control strategy with heating coil valve,
mixing dampers and cooling coil valve controlled
in sequence. The position settings for each
analog output are:

Heating Valve 37.5 - 0 % (18 - 21°C)
Mixing Dampers 60 - 40 % (21.2 - 22.8 °C)
Cooling Valve 62.5 - 100% (23 - 26 °C)

These settings leave a dead-band (zero-energy
band) of 0.2 degrees between each analog
output.

30%

Control
signal

Mixing dampers

Cooling valve

Heating valve

100%

0%

Analog
Output

Room
Temp.

26
°C

24
°C

22
°C

20
°C

18
°C

Position settings for Digital Outputs
Two values need to be entered between 0 and
100%. These two values determine at which point
the digital output will switch on and off based on
the calculated control signal. The difference
between the two positions provides a hysteresis
function.

Digital Output Switching Example:
(refer to control signal example at the beginning
of this section)

Position: 50-100

If the above settings are used, the resulting
switching function is shown in the graph.
The digital output will be energized when the
temperature rises above 26°C and will be
deenergized when the temperature falls again to
22°C. This provides a hysteresis of 4 degrees.
If the first switching position is higher than the
second, the output function will be reversed.

Min/Max: 30-100%
Position: 50- 25

30%

100%

0%

Analog
Output

Control
Signal (%)

50%
(22°C)

25%
(20°C)

Energized

Deenergized

Output

Control
Signal (%)

50 %
(22 °C)

100 %
(26 °C)

Hysteresis
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2. SECONDARY SOURCE
Use this tab if you need to control an output from both process variables. In a dehumidification
application, for example, the cooling valve would be controlled by either the temperature or the
humidity control, whichever demand is higher. In this case, the primary source can be adjusted for the
temperature control process, and the secondary source can be adjusted for the humidity control
process.

The secondary source window will have the same parameters with the addition of;
Secondary process commands this output when it is : Select Lower or Higher. The controller will
calculate two output values based on the primary and secondary source definitions. Then, it will use
the smaller or the larger of these values based on this selection.

3. REVERSE IF...
This tab is used to reverse the direction of
an analog output based on the comparison
between two analog inputs. This feature is
useful for mixing dampers control, where the
outdoor air can be used for heating or
cooling purposes depending on the
conditions.

Select two analog inputs to be compared
and the comparison period.
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STEP 4: DEFINE INTERLOCKS
The final stage in system configuration is the definition of interlocks. Interlocks are one-to-one
relationships between inputs and outputs. For example “the heating valve, cooling valve, mixing
dampers will be closed when the supply fan starts”, or “the heating valve will be fully open when the
freezestat is activated”.
An interlock definition consists of one initiator and upto four events.

The “Interlocks” menu will display a list of the
defined interlocks. Initiator criterias are
defined by clicking the “When...” line for each
interlock. Select the following parameters for
each interlock;
Priority :
This setting defines the priority of the
selected interlock. For example, interlock
definitions related to freeze protection should
have a higher priority than normal interlocks.
Fire alarm related interlocks can have even
higher priority. 0 = inactive; 1 = lowest
priority; 7 = highest priority.
To cancel the interlock, select Disabled

If two different interlocks command the same output, the one with the higher priority is applied. If two
interlock definitions have the same priority and command the same output, the one with the higher
interlock number commands the output.
When ...... is in this condition ......
Defines the initiating condition for this interlock. Any digital input or output condition can be defined as
an initiator.

Results (events)
Four events are listed as a sub-menu for
each interlock. Any digital or analog output
can be commanded to the desired state or
value.
For digital outputs, select one of two defined
states. For analog outputs, enter the desired
value in percent.
Reverse Case
For each output point, you can select
between automatic or inverting operation.
Inverting operation means that the reverse
case will also be true. For example, suppose
you define the following interlock as
inverting: “If there is no air flow in the supply
fan, stop the return fan”. In this case, the
reverse will also be true: “if there is air flow

in the supply fan, start the return fan”.
An example of the automatic operating mode is for the following interlock “If there is a freeze alarm,
stop the supply fan.” If there is no freeze alarm, you would not want to necessarily start the supply fan.
So the inverse is not always true.
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CONFIGURATION MENU STRUCTURE
This section covers configuration of the E3122 using the user interface on the controller. Details of
parameters and automatic control functions is not repeated, rather emphasis is given to navigation
through the menu structure. Refer to the previous section for explanation of parameters.

1.Edit Setpoints
2.View I/O
3.View Process
4.Fix/Unfix I/O
5.Configuration

1.Inputs/Outputs
2.Control Param.
3.Output Assign
4.Interlocks
5.Password

1.Input Config.
2.Output Config.

1.Temp. control
2.Humidity Cont.

Process Name:
Temp. control

Type :    Normal
Main input  :IN2
Compensation:IN0
Cascade  Inp:IN1
Setpoint Inp:IN0
Setpoint:   20.0

SumStart=   24.0
SumSlope=    1.0
WinStart=   16.0
WinSlope=    1.0

MinSetpt=   13.0
MaxSetpt=   32.0
PropBand=   12.0
IntTime =    300

PropBand=   10.0
IntTime =    300

Enter new system
password:***

Ontrol    E3122
Main1=   21.2°C

5

1

2

1

2

   -INPUT 1-
Type  :  2-10VDC
Unit  :     mBar
2  V  =      0.0
10 V  =    250.0
Offset=      0.0

1

   -OUTPUT 1-
Type    :Digital
Active  :Start
Inactive:Stop

2

3

4

5

1.Primary Source
2.Second. Source
3.Reverse if...

1.Process Name
2.Basics
3.Compensation
4.Cascade
5.Final

3

   -OUTPUT 1-
PrimaryProcess:1
Min/Max: 30-100%
Position: 40- 20

   -OUTPUT 1-
Operand:  Min
Second.Process:2
Min/Max: 0-100%
Position:  0-100

   -OUTPUT 1-
Rev.If: IN3>IN5
for  8 minutes

1

2

3

 -INTERLOCK 1-
Priority=  1
When  IN1=Freeze
 O1=   0% / Auto
 O2= 100% / Auto
 O3=   0% / Auto
 O6= Stop / Inv.

4

5

Configura tion
Menu

Top
s creen

Main
Menu

Password
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STEP 1: DEFINE CONNECTED POINTS AND THEIR PROPERTIES

1. INPUT CONFIGURATION

Penetration Path
Main Menu  Configuration   Inputs/Outputs   Input Config.

Sample Displays
Example 1: A pressure transducer with a measurement range 0..250 mbar and an output signal of
2..10 VDC is connected to analog input 1.

   -INPUT  1- Title Line
Type:    2-10VDC Input type
Unit:       mBar Display unit, available for analog inputs only
2  V  =      0.0 Lower measurement range, available for voltage inputs only
10 V  =    250.0 Upper measurement range, available for voltage inputs only
Offset=     -0.4 +/- Offset value, available for analog inputs only

Example 2: A differential pressure switch is connected to analog input 3 to determine presence of
airflow in a fan system.

   -INPUT 3- Title line
Type:    Contact Input type
OpenText: NoFlow Name for the open circuit input state, available for contact type inputs only
ClsdText: Flow Name for the closed circuit input state, for contact type inputs only

Title Line
The title line displays the number of the selected input.
To select a different input, press a digit key between 1 and 8 when the cursor is on this line. The
properties of the selected input will be displayed in the following lines.

Input Type
To change the current type, position the cursor on this line and press  and  keys to toggle between
the options. Default type is Pt1000.

Display Unit
To change the current unit, position the cursor on this line and press  and  keys to toggle between
the options.

Offset Value
To change the value, position the cursor on any digit and type in a new value. To change the sign,
position the cursor on the + or - sign and press any digit key to toggle.

Lower and Upper Measurement Values
Type in the corresponding physical value for the lower measurement range (0 or 2V) and the upper
measurement range (10V).

State Names for open and closed circuit input states
These two lines will be visible only if a contact type input is selected. To change, position the cursor on
the state name you want to change and press  and  keys to toggle between the options.
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2. OUTPUT CONFIGURATION

Penetration Path
Main Menu   Configuration   Inputs/Outputs   Output Config.

Sample Display
Sample 1;

   -OUTPUT  1- Title line
Type     :2-10V Output type (2-10V, 0-10V, 10-2V, 10-0V or digital)

Sample 2;
   -OUTPUT  3- Title line
Type    :Digital Output type (2-10V, 0-10V, 10-2V, 10-0V or digital)
Active   :Run Definition for the energized output state, available for digital outputs only
Inactive :Stop Definition for the deenergized output state, available for digital outputs only

Title Line
The title line displays the number of the selected output.
To select a different output, press a digit key between 1 and 8 when the cursor is on this line. The
properties of the selected input will be displayed in the following lines.

Type
Press  and  keys to toggle between the options:

Active and Inactive State Names
This line will be visible only if the output type is selected as “digital”. To change, position the cursor on
the state name you want to change, and press  and  keys to toggle between the options.

STEP 2: DEFINE CONTROL PARAMETERS
Penetration Path

Main Menu   Configuration   Control Param.

Sample Display
1.AHU16 Temp.
2.Process 2

This menu enables definition and adjustment of control parameters. When you select this menu, you
will see a submenu with names of the two process variables. If no definition has been made before,
the names will display as “Process 1” and “Process 2”.
Press a digit key between 1 and 2 to select a process. You will see the following submenu:

1.Process Name
2.Basics
3.Compensation
4.Cascade/Limit This line will display either “cascade” or “limit” depending on configuration
5.Final
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1. NAME
A name of upto 14 characters can be defined for each process. This name is for the benefit of the end-
user and will be used in menus for selecting and adjusting setpoints.

Penetration Path
Main Menu   Configuration   Control Param.  ..  (select a process) Process Name

Sample Display
Process Name:
AHU16 Temp. Process name definition

Name definition
The cursor will be visible on the second line (process name). Use the left and right arrow keys to
position the cursor on any character that you want to change. Then, press the  or  keys to scroll
through letters of the alphabet. Keep the key pressed to scan rapidly. You can also press any digit key
for numeric entries.

2. BASICS
This section is used to define basic control parameters.

Penetration Path
Main Menu   Configuration   Control Param.  ..  (select a process)   Basics

Sample Display
Type :    Normal Normal or Cascade
Main Input  :IN1
Compensation:IN2
Limit Inp.  :IN0
Cascade Inp.:IN4
Setpoint Inp:IN6
Setpoint=   20.0

Type : Select type of control, “Normal” or “Cascade”.
Main Input : Primary sensor for this process. Enter zero to disable the complete process.
Compensation Input : Compensation sensor for this process. Zero disables compensation function.
(Either “Cascade Input“ or “Limit Input” lines will be active, depending on the choice for control type)
Cascade Input : Cascade sensor for this process. Zero disables cascade function.
Limit Input : Limit sensor for this process. Zero disables high and low limit functions.
Setpoint Input : Analog input the external potentiometer is connected to. Zero means that the internal
setpoint is used and adjustments are made by the user on the panel.
Setpoint : Use this line to enter the internal base setpoint for the main sensor of the process. This
setpoint can be changed by the user. The unit will be the same as the unit of the main input.
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2.COMPENSATION

Penetration Path
Main Menu  Configuration  Control Param.  .. (select a process)  Compensation

Sample Display
SumStart:   24.0 Summer compensation start point
SumSlope:    1.0 Summer compensation slope (authority)
WinStart:   16.0 Winter compensation start point
WinSlope:    1.0 Winter compensation slope (authority)

Function of these parameters are explained in the previous section.

3. CASCADE / LIMIT
Depending on the selection you made for the process type, either the limit control or cascade control
menu will be visible. These two menus are basically similar, but parameters may have different
functions as explained in the previous section.

Penetration Path
Main Menu  Configuration  Control Param.  .. (select a process)  Cascade/Limit

Sample Display
MinSetpt:   13.0
MaxSetpt:   32.0
PropBand:   12.0
IntTime :    300

4. FINAL
This section is used to enter the parameters for the calculation of the control signal that will be used to
control the final control elements, i.e. valves, dampers etc.

Penetration Path
Main Menu   Configuration   Control Param.  ..  (select a process)   Final

Sample Display
PropBand:    8.0
Int.Time:    300

IMPORTANT :
If you selected “normal” control, these parameters will apply to the main sensor. If, however, you
selected “cascade” control, they will apply to the secondary (cascade) sensor.
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STEP 3: ASSIGN OUTPUTS TO EACH PROCESS
Penetration Path

Main Menu   Configuration   Output Assign
1.Primary Source Define primary process for outputs
2.Second. Source Define secondary process for outputs
3.Reverse if... Define criteria for the reversal for outputs

1. PRIMARY SOURCE
Under this menu, you can define which process will control each output and also set the operating
range for each output.

Sample Display
Output defined as “analog”

   -OUTPUT 1- Title Line
PrimaryProcess:1 Assigned process no.
Min/Max: 30-100% Minimum and maximum range for the output
Position: 50- 25 Effective Control Signal Range

Output defined as “digital”
   -OUTPUT 2- Title Line
PrimaryProcess:1 Assigned process no.
Position: 50-100 Switching positions

Title Line
The title line displays the number of the selected output.
To select a different output, press a digit key between 1 and 8 when the cursor is on this line. The
properties of the selected output will be displayed in the following lines.
Primary Process No : Enter the process number (1..2) which commands this output. Entering zero
leaves this output unassigned.
Minimum and Maximum limits  : These two values provide a way to limit the minimum and a
maximum values of an analog output. This line will not be visible for outputs that are defined as digital.
Position settings : Control signal range the output will operate. Two values need to be entered
between 0 and 100%.

2. SECONDARY SOURCE

Penetration Path
Main Menu   Configuration   Output Assign   Second. Source

The parameters for the secondary sources are exactly the same as that of primary sources with the
addition of an “Operand” criteria.

Sample Display
-  Output  1   - Title Line
Operand:     Min Minimum / Maximum
Second.Process:2 Assigned process no
Min/Max: 30-100% Minimum and maximum settings for the output
Position: 40- 20 Control Signal Range

Title Line : As explained above for the primary source.
Operand  : Press  and  keys to toggle between “minimum” and “maximum”.
Process No : As explained above for the primary source. Enter the secondary process number (1..2).
To disable the secondary process, and assign the output to a single process, enter zero.
Minimum and Maximum limits : As explained above for the primary source.
Position settings : As explained above for the primary source.
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3. REVERSE IF...
This submenu is used to reverse the direction of an analog output based on the comparison between
two analog inputs.

Penetration Path
Main Menu   Configuration   Output Assign   Reverse if...

Sample Display
-  Output  2   - Title Line
Rev.if:  IN3>IN5
for  8 minutes

Settings
The analog input numbers and the comparison period can be changed.
In the example given above, the first analog input would be the outdoor temperature (or entalphy) and
the second analog input would be the return air temperature (or entalphy).

STEP 4: DEFINE INTERLOCKS
An interlock definition consists of one initiator and upto four events.

Penetration Path
Main Menu   Configuration   Interlocks

Sample Displays
 -INTERLOCK 1- Title Line
Priority= 1
When I1= NoFlow When the supply fan stops... (initiator  or condition)
OUT2=Off   /Inv. Stop return fan
OUT1=  0%  /Auto Close heating valve
OUT2=  0%  /Auto Close outdoor dampers
OUT3=  0%  /Auto Close cooling valve

 -INTERLOCK 2- Title Line
Priority= 7
When I4= Freeze When the freezestat is activated (initiator  or condition)
OUT1=Off   /Auto Stop supply fan
OUT1=100%  /Auto Open heating valve
OUT0=      /Auto
OUT0=      /Auto

Title Line
The title line displays the number of the selected interlock.
To select a different interlock, press a digit key between 1 and 5 when the cursor is on this line. The
definitions for the selected interlock will be displayed in the following lines.

Priority
This setting defines the priority of the selected interlock. 1 = lowest priority; 7 = highest priority. Setting
this value to zero disables the interlock.

Initiator (condition)
The third line defines the initiating condition for this interlock. Any digital input or output condition can
be defined as an initiator.

Results (events)
The last four lines define the commands to be carried out automatically when the defined condition
exists. Any digital or analog output can be commanded to the desired state or value. For digital
outputs, select one of two defined states. For analog outputs, enter the desired value in percent.
For each output point, you can select between automatic (“Auto”) or inverting (“Inv.”) operation.
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TERMINAL OVERVIEW

All “COMMON” terminals and the supply ⊥ terminal are internally connected.
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UNIVERSAL INPUTS
E3122 provides 8 universal inputs which can be used to connect Pt1000 type temperature sensors,
0..10 Vdc voltage signals or potential free contacts. Various types of connection examples are shown
below.
All inputs are protected against short-circuit. Maximum allowable voltage at the input terminals is +15
Vdc. Connection of a higher DC voltage, reverse voltage or any AC voltage can cause malfunction.

Pt1000 Type Temperature Sensors

2-wire Pt1000 type temperature sensors should be connected
between an input terminal and any common terminal as shown.
Pt1000 sensors are industry standard positive-thermal-coefficient
(PTC) elements with a resistance of 1000 ohms at 0°C and a
thermal coefficient of approximately 3.85 ohms/kelvin.
Temperature vs. resistance charts for standard Pt1000 sensors
are given in Appendix.

E3000
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Active transducers with voltage output signals
E3122 is capable of measuring DC voltage signals from 0 to 10 Volts. Typical standard ranges are
0..10V and 2..10V but non-standard (e.g. 0-5 V) range sensors can also be connected. Measurements
are done with steps of approx. 10 mV regardless of range.
Active power transducers with voltage output signals require a power supply.

Common Supply Connection

Transducers that require 24VAC power can be supplied
from the same transformer as the E3122.

!  The transformer must be correctly sized to handle all
connected loads.

Seperate Supply Connection

If a seperate DC or AC supply is used for the transducer, the
“COMMON” terminals of the E3122 and the transducer must
be connected.

Active transducers with current output signals
A resistor needs to be connected to convert the current signal to the voltage range 0..10 VDC. For
4..20 mA (or 0..20 mA) current signals, the resistor value is 499 Ohms (1/2 Watt, %0.25 tolerance).
For non-standard ranges the resistor value should be determined to provide 10 VDC at maximum
current output.

!  Check the transducer specifications to ensure it is capable of driving a 500 Ohm load.
Active power transducers with current output signals can be two-wire or three-wire and require a
power supply.
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Common Supply Connection (Three wire)

Transducers that require 24VAC power can be supplied
from the same transformer as the E3122.

!  The transformer must be correctly sized to handle all
connected loads.

Seperate Supply Connection (Three wire)

If a seperate DC or AC supply is used for the transducer,
the “COMMON” terminals of the E3122 and the
transducer must be connected.

Seperate Supply Connection (Two wire)

Two-wire transducers with current outputs usually require
a 24 VDC supply.

Digital signals

Voltage free contacts should be connected between an input terminal
and any common terminal as shown. Either normally-closed or
normally-open contacts can be used.
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UNIVERSAL OUTPUTS

Connecting Analog Devices
Actuators with a 4..20 mA positioning signal can not be connected directly to the E3122, a convertor is
required.
Multiple actuators can be connected to the same output in parallel.

Common Supply Connection

A typical valve or damper actuator connection is shown.
Here, a 24 VAC actuator is supplied from the same
transformer as the E3122.

!  The transformer must be correctly sized to handle all
connected loads.

Seperate Supply Connection

If a seperate DC or AC supply is used for the actuator, the
“COMMON” terminals of the E3122 and the actuator must be
connected.

Connecting Relays

12VDC relays can be connected between an output terminal and any
common terminal as shown.

!  Maximum current from any single output should not exceed 50 mA.
!  Total current draw from outputs should not exceed 300 mA.
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